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� Abstract
Polychromatic flow cytometry offers the unprecedented ability to investigate multiple
antigens per cell. Unfortunately, unwanted spectral overlaps and compensation pro-
blems increase when more than four colors are used, but these problems can be mini-
mized if staining combinations are chosen carefully. We used an empiric approach to
design, test and identify six-color T cell immunophenotyping reagent panels that can
be expanded to include three or more functional or other markers in the FITC, PE, and
APC channels without significant spectral limitations. Thirty different six-color T cell
surface antigen reagent panels were constructed to identify major T cell subsets and
maturational subtypes as defined by CCR7 and CD45RA expression, while excluding
monocytes, B and non-viable cells. Staining performance of each panel was compared
on cryopreserved cells from a single healthy donor recorded on a multiparameter cell
sorter. Ten of the thirty reagent panels offered reliable resolution of T cell major and
maturational surface markers. Of these, two panels were selected that showed the least
spectral overlap and resulting background increase in the FITC, PE, and APC channels.
These channels were left unoccupied for inclusion of additional phenotypic or func-
tional markers, such as cytokines. Careful reagent titration and testing of multiple
candidate panels are necessary to ensure quality results in multiparametric measure-
ments. ' 2008 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry
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POLYCHROMATIC flow cytometry allows for detailed measurements even with small

sample sizes and has recently been advanced by the development of new instrumenta-

tion, reagents and data analysis tools. Despite these significant improvements, it can

be difficult to derive meaningful results when reagent combinations are expanded to

include eight or more fluorescent markers. This is because unwanted spectral overlaps

and measurement errors worsen as the number of fluorochromes used to label coor-

dinately expressed cell markers increase (1–3). Using appropriate controls, software

compensation algorithms can correct spillover problems post acquisition. However,

due to the increased number of spectral overlaps in polychromatic reagent combina-

tions, even properly compensated data can exhibit unwanted spreading into other

measurement channels, complicating data analysis and interpretation (3,4). For

example, dimly expressed markers, such as cytokines, are difficult to measure in chan-

nels where spreading in properly compensated data increases the background in the

cytokine measurement channel. Such data spread in effect masks low intensity events;

a problem not usually apparent when only a few stains are used simultaneously.

A variety of sources contribute to this error in compensated data and are par-

tially corrected by newer digital electronic configurations that collect and store data
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on a linear scale (2,3). However, photon counting error is a

function of the fluorescent emission of each dye and will

contribute error to compensation calculations regardless of

instrument design (2,3). Counting errors are influenced by

signal intensity and the degree of spillover, and are minimized

by using bright dyes with as little spectral overlap as possible.

While relative dye brightness (4) and spectral overlaps can be

predicted (5), these factors are also influenced by the density

of antigen expression. Thus, the counting errors generated by

particular antibody and fluorochrome combinations may pro-

mote a high degree of spreading into spillover channels, limit-

ing the usefulness of certain reagent combinations. Unfortu-

nately, these effects are difficult to predict and pose a signifi-

cant hurdle to the design of optimal polychromatic reagent

panels. In this manuscript, we describe an empiric approach

to clearing this hurdle in the setting of intracellular cytokine

expression within T cell maturational subsets, while providing

insights that can be applied to the design of any multicolor

panel.

In the final analysis, a useful polychromatic reagent panel

can best be developed by an empiric exercise of methodically

testing the desired antibody panel with as many permutations

of antibody-fluorochrome combinations as possible. The

drawback to this approach is that testing multiple reagent

combinations is time-consuming and expensive. A simpler

strategy is to break the full panel into smaller subsets and to

focus on optimizing a group of necessary markers before

including additional stains. To illustrate this process, we

describe our efforts to design a 9-color reagent panel to enu-

merate vaccine-responsive memory and effector T cells in

multicenter clinical trials. We began by ranking our panel con-

stituents based on predicted expression levels, reserving the

‘‘brightest’’ fluorochromes for the eventual measurement of

three cytokines, IFNc APC, IL-2 PE, and TNFa FITC. Then,

using antibodies conjugated to ‘‘duller’’ stains, we tested thirty

permutations of six-color T cell surface antigen ‘‘anchor’’

panels to identify reagent combinations that maximized the

measurement of T cell phenotypes while maintaining sensitiv-

ity in cytokine channels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Isolation and Stimulation

Six-color T cell surface antigen panels were tested using

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from a single,

healthy volunteer. PBMCs were isolated from leukocyte-

enriched whole blood by Ficoll density separation (Histo-

paque-1077, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and immediately

cryopreserved in 90% FBS (Omega Scientific) with 10%

DMSO (Sigma Aldrich). For each experiment, cryopreserved

PBMCs were reconstituted with pre-warmed 20% RPMI 1
supplements (Sodium pyruvate [1mM], HEPES [10mM],

NEAA [1X], L-Glutamine [2mM], Penicillin-Streptomycin

[100 u/mL–100 lg/mL), treated with 50 units (5 ll of 10 U/

ll) of DNase 1 (RNase-free, Roche Applied Science, Indianap-

olis, IN) for 5 min at 378C water bath to digest extracellular

DNA and reduce cellular clumping, washed and resuspended

in 20% RPMI, and allowed to rest in culture overnight at

378C. In all experiments, �2 3 106 rested cells/mL were

stimulated for 6 h at 378C with Staphylococcus enterotoxin B

(SEB) (5 lg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) 1 anti-CD28 (1 lg/mL, BD)

1 anti-CD49d (1 lg/mL, BD) in the presence of brefeldin A

(10 lg/mL, Sigma). Stimulated cells were stored at 48C for

convenience and stained the following day.

Cell Staining

Activated cells were washed in cold buffer (13 PBS with

1% bovine serum albumin [BSA]), pelleted and surface-

stained for CD4, CD8, CD14, CD19, CD45RA, and CCR7

antigens in the presence of 0.5 lg/mL ethidium monoazide

(EMA, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 15 min at room

temperature in the dark. All samples were exposed (15 min) to

a bright white light source to photochemically crosslink EMA

within the nucleic acids of nonviable cells. This brief light

exposure did not affect fluorochrome performance (data not

shown). Unincorporated EMA and surface antibodies were

washed away prior to fixation (BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit, BD

Biosciences) and subsequent intracytoplasmic staining for

CD3 in saponin buffer (BD Perm/Wash, BD Biosciences).

After two washes in BD Perm/Wash and a final PBS/BSA wash,

the cells were resuspended in PBS/BSA with 0.5% paraformal-

dehyde and analyzed immediately or stored at in the dark

at 48C for a maximum of 24 h prior to flow cytometric

analysis.

Initial Testing and Titration of Monoclonal Antibody

Fluorochrome Conjugates

The monoclonal antibodies used in all panels were indivi-

dually tested as surface or intracytoplasmic stains on SEB

stimulated PBMCs to determine staining performance and

optimal dilutions for each reagent (Table 1). Optimal antibody

dilutions were determined for each monoclonal antibody by

staining 2 3 105 PBMC from a healthy donor with two-fold

dilutions of antibody ranging from 1:5 to 1:5,000. Surface

antibodies were added to cells in a total volume of 50 ll of
cold 13 PBS with 1% BSA for 20 min, washed once, fixed in

4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature (BD

Cytofix/Cytoperm kit, BD Biosciences), washed and resus-

pended in 1X PBS with 0.5% paraformaldehyde (Sigma).
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Intracytoplasmic stains were added to fixed PBMCs (20

minutes, room temperature, BD Cytofix/Cytoperm kit, BD

Biosciences) in a total volume of 100 ll of cold saponin buffer

(BD Perm Wash) for 20 min, washed twice in Perm Wash and

resuspended in 13 PBS with 0.5% paraformaldehyde. A pre-

titrated CD3 stain was included with all CD4, CD8, CD45RA,

and CCR7 titrations to identify T cells. Following immediate

flow cytometric analysis (20,000 events collected per sample),

a ratio of the positive/negative median fluorescent intensity

was computed for each dilution. The dilution that resulted in

the largest separation between stained cells and unstained

(negative) background (highest ratio) was chosen for use in

each staining panel.

Since T cell receptor (TCR) triggering by super-antigen

or cognate antigen induces down-regulation of the TCR (6), it

was important to use an anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody

whose affinity for internalized CD3 molecules was unaffected

by fixation and intracellular staining conditions. The UCHT-1

clone demonstrated consistent intracytoplasmic staining per-

formance and was therefore used exclusively in all the staining

panels. All of the other T cell antigens in the six-color staining

panels performed best under surface staining conditions. The

listed CD3, CD4, and CD8 reagents used in comparing the

thirty anchor panels, as well as many other test antibody sam-

ples (data not shown), were generously donated by Beckman

Coulter, Becton-Dickinson, and Caltag Laboratories.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

All flow cytometric data were acquired using a modified

Cytomation MoFlo jet-in-air cell sorter, equipped with analog

pulse processing electronics and customized emission optics

to detect 11 individual fluorescent signals excited by 150 mW

407 nm krypton violet, 200 mW 488 nm blue and 200 mW

647 nm red lasers (7). Instrument performance was verified

before acquisition using standard fluorescent microparticles

(SPHERO Rainbow Fluorescent Particles, RFP 30–5A, Sphero-

tech, IL). A single 612/25 bandpass filter was used to collect

the light from the PE-Texas Red, ECD and PE-Alexa 610

stains. Despite the absence of cytokine stains in these analyses,

the FITC, PE, and APC detectors were set to voltages typically

used for surface stain measurements to assess the amount of

background expansion in these channels. Uncompensated

data were collected for all experiments. Compensation correc-

tions were computed and all analyses were carried out using

FlowJo (Tree Star Inc, Ashland, OR). Bivariate histograms are

displayed using compensated data with 0 and negative log

scaling (8). For each 6-color anchor panel, 100,000 total events

Table 1. Reagents used in configuring thirty six-color T cell immunophenotyping reagent panels

ANTIGEN FLUOROCHROME CLONE SUPPLIER INTRACYTOPLASMIC STAININGa SURFACE STAININGa

CD3 Alexa 700 UCHT-1 bBC 1:100 1:10

Pacific Blue UCHT-1 cBD 1:10 1:10

ECD UCHT-1 1:10 1:10

CD4 Pacific Blue RPA-T4 BD * 1:10

ECD SFC112T4D11 BC * 1:5

PE-Texas Red S3.5 dCL * 1:25

PE-Alexa 610 S3.5 CL * 1:10

Alexa 700 RPA-T4 BD * 1:10

APC-Alexa 750 S3.5 CL * 1:25

CD8 Pacific Blue OKT8g eIH * 1:50

ECD SFC121ThyD3 BC * 1:5

PE-Texas Red 3B.5 CL * 1:25

PE-Alexa 610 3B.5 CL * 1:25

Alexa 700 OKT8g IH * 1:50

APC-Alexa 750 3B.5 CL * 1:10

CD45RA Quantum Dot 655 MEM-56 IH * 1:10

CCR7 PE-Cy7 3D12 BD * 1:10

CD14 PE-Cy5 TuK4 BD * 1:10

CD19 PE-Cy5 HIB19 BD * 1:25

Viability Ethidium monoazide bromide N/A fMP N/A 1:10,000

*These reagents offered unsatisfactory signal to noise separation under intracytoplasmic staining conditions.
a Shown are the dilutions per 100 ll or 50 ll of staining volume for intracytoplasmic or surface staining (respectively) that produced the

best signal to background ratio.
b Beckman Coulter.
c Becton Dickinson.
d Caltag Laboratories/Invitrogen.
e in house.
f Molecular Probes/Invitrogen Detection Technologies.
g ATCC CRL-8014.
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were collected and gated to identify lymphocytes (FSC vs.

SSC), exclude dump positive cells (EMA, CD14 and CD19

PE-Cy5), identify CD31 T cells, subdivide CD31 T cells into

CD4 and CD8 T cell subsets, and define CD41 and CD81
maturational subtypes based on CCR7 and CD45RA expres-

sion patterns.

Figure 1. Maturational marker staining combinations. Shown are pseudocolor plots of human PBMC stimulated with SEB for 6 h, gated

based on forward and side scatter and expression of CD3, CD45RA, and CCR7. Shown are stains that aim to resolve the following T cell

subsets: nave (N) CCR71, CD45RA1; central memory (CM) CCR71, CD45RA2 effector memory (EM) CCR72, CD45RA2; and RA1 memory

(RAM) CCR72, CD45RA1. Pairwise combinations of PE- or Cy7PE-labeled anti-CCR7 monoclonal antibodies (vertical axes) with indicated

conjugates of CD45RA (horizontal axes) were tested to identify the reagent combination that resulted in the best separation of the subsets

(CCR7 Cy7PE and CD45RA QD655, upper right panel).

Figure 2. Suboptimal measurement of T cell subsets with rejected staining panels. Shown are representative pseudocolor plots of PBMC

stained with reagent panels that lacked sufficient separation of single positive CD4 or CD8 T cells following forward and side scatter gating,

exclusion of staining for EMA, CD14, and CD19 and intracellular staining for CD3. (A) CD31 (Pacific Blue)/CD81 T cells are poorly defined

in reagent panels 6, 8, and 10 where CD8 PE-Texas Red (or similar) reagents are combined with relatively dull CD4 APC-Alexa 750. (B)

CD31(Alexa 700)/CD81 T cells show broad, diffuse staining patterns when used in combination with a variety of CD4 conjugates.
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RESULTS

Panel Design Strategy

The goal of these studies was to develop a 9-color reagent

panel to enumerate vaccine-responsive T cells in multicenter

clinical trials. Applying a stepwise approach to panel design,

we tested multiple permutations of six-color T cell surface-

antigen ‘‘anchor’’ panels that could be supplemented with

additional functional or phenotypic stains to suit individual

clinical protocols. Vaccine-induced T cell cytokine responses

are very rare (\1% of CD4 or CD8 T cells), therefore we used

SEB superantigen stimulation to generate a readily measurable

T cell response by which to compare reagent panel perform-

ance and to approximate the conditions to be used in future

antigen-specific assays (9).

Several rules guided the development of candidate 9-

color panels, including our knowledge of the expression level

of each antigen on activated T cells, the relative brightness of

each dye, and the amount of spectral overlap each dye contri-

butes to or receives from other fluorochromes. On the basis of

practical limitations such as instrument optical configuration

and commercial reagent availability, we chose from the follow-

ing fluorochromes to construct our panels: Pacific Blue,

Quantum-Dot 655, FITC, PE, PE-Texas Red (or ECD or PE-

Alexa 610), PE-Cy5, PE-Cy7, APC, Alexa 700 and APC-Alexa

750. Of these, PE, APC, and FITC were reserved as channels

that could be used to detect the expression of dimly-fluores-

cent markers, such as cytokines, which are generally only avail-

able in limited conjugated products.

CD45RA and chemokine receptor seven (CCR7) stains

were included to further subdivide CD41 and CD81 T cells

into maturational subsets, defined as: naı̈ve (N) CCR71,

CD45RA1; central memory CCR71, CD45RA2; effector

memory CCR72, CD45RA2; and RA1 memory CCR7-,

CD45RA1 (10,11). Certain CD45RA conjugates exhibited

reduced staining intensity post-fixation for reasons that are

not clear (data not shown). CD45RA (clone MEM56) conju-

gated to Qdot 655 resulted in the best separation of positive

populations over background under intracellular staining

conditions (Fig. 1). Further testing also confirmed the super-

Table 2. Thirty T cell immunophenotyping anchor panels

PANEL NO. PACIFIC BLUE aPE-TEXAS RED aECD aPE-ALEXA 610 ALEXA 700 APC-ALEXA 750 QD655 CY7-PE CY5-PE

1 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

2 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

3 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

4 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

5 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

6 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

7 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

8 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

9 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

10 CD3 CD8 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

11 CD4 CD8 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

12 CD4 CD8 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

13 CD4 CD8 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

14 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

15 CD8 CD4 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

16 CD8 CD4 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

17 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

18 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

19 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

20 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

21 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

22 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

23 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

24 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

25 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

26 CD8 CD3 CD4 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

27 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

28 CD3 CD4 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

29 CD4 CD3 CD8 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

30 CD8 CD4 CD3 CD45RA CCR7 Dump

a Light emitted from the three spectrally similar dyes, PE-Texas Red, ECD, and PE-Alexa 610 was measured in the same channel using a

612/25 bandpass filter.
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ior performance of the PE-Cy7 CCR7 conjugate, and therefore

CD45RA QD655 and CCR7 Cy7PE stains were used in all 30

candidate panels.

A set of negative selection markers detected in a single

fluorescence channel, which we refer to as the ‘dump channel’,

were included to reduce unwanted nonspecific antibody bind-

ing when measuring rare populations. The negative selection

markers excluded dead cells, B cells and monocytes from sub-

sequent gating decisions (1,5). Dead cells were labeled with

EMA, a membrane impermeant dye that is compatible with

the fixation and permeabilization steps required for the intra-

cytoplasmic detection of accumulated cytokines (12).

We used four fluorochromes, Pacific Blue, PE-Texas Red

(and similar), Alexa 700 and APC Alexa 750, to detect CD3,

CD4, and CD8 antigens since 1) these markers are expressed

at high levels on T cells, 2) a variety of antibody clones and

fluorescent conjugates of these dyes are commercially avail-

able, and 3) these antigens exhibit distinct positive versus neg-

ative staining patterns and are usually well resolved, even with

dimmer stains or dyes that receive a high degree of spectral

spillover. When these strongly expressed markers are paired

with dyes that have broad emission spectra, they may contri-

bute excessive background spreading and decrease measure-

ment sensitivity in other detection channels (13–15). Consid-

ering these factors, we acquired a large number of CD3, CD4,

and CD8 antigens conjugated to these fluorochromes and

tested multiple permutations of each (Table 2) to identify

combinations that optimized the measurement T cell lineages

while limiting background spread into the channels reserved

for cytokine measurement.

Figure 3. Fluorescence minus one (FMO) controls. To unequivocally identify viable memory and effector T cell subpopulations, all gates

were controlled using a stain that lacks just one of the fluorescent markers of interest. (A) Here, 5% contour plots with outliers show how a

FMO control (left panel) is used to identify live cells in the fully stained sample (right panel). From there subsequent gating identifies CD31
and then CD4 and CD8 single-stained cells. (B) Similarly, gating strategies to identify T cell subsets based on CD45RA and CCR7 on CD4

(top) and CD8 (bottom) staining is done comparing each stain to its respective FMO control.
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Identification of Lineage Marker Conjugates

Each anchor panel was tested using reconstituted cells

from a single donor. The results were compared in order to

identify reagent combinations that optimized the measurement

of CD3, CD4, and CD8 T cell lineages, based on prior scatter

gating and exclusion of ‘‘dump positive’’ cells. CD41 and CD81

cells were poorly defined in twenty of the candidate reagent

combinations, as shown in Figure 2 for selected panels. The

CD41 subset was well defined in panels 15 and 16 (CD4 PE-TR

or PE-Alexa 610, respectively), but the CD8 Pacific Blue subset

was broad and appeared to overestimate a CD4dimCD81 popu-

lation. In contrast, when the same CD4 stains were used in

combination with CD8 APC-Alexa 750, as in panels 18 and 19,

CD81 populations are indistinct. Finally, in panels 17, 20, 21,

and 22, the CD4 APC-Alexa 750 reagent was dim and did not

clearly define CD41 cells when used in combination with CD8

Pacific Blue or PE-Texas Red (or similar) stains. Note that

panels 6, 8, and 10 included a CD3 Pacific Blue reagent, whereas

panels 15–22 contained CD3 Alexa 700.

Refinement of Reagent Selections

Reproducibility. From this first round of testing, 10 panels

were identified that reliably identified CD3, CD4 and CD8 T

cells, specifically panels: 11, 12, 14, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, and

30. These panels were chosen for replicate analysis on a single

occasion using SEB stimulated PBMCs from the same blood

donor used in the initial comparisons. Three fluorescence

minus one (FMO) controls were included to assist in gating

Table 3. T Cell subset frequencies measured with the best ten reagent combinations

PANEL DUMP CD3 CD4 CD4 CD4 CD4 CD4 CD8 CD8 CD8 CD8 CD8
NUMBER NEGATIVE CM EM N RAM CM EM N RAM

11 75.5 70.2 59.2 29.2 31 32.1 7.61 31.1 9.46 34.7 19.9 35.9

12 71.3 68.1 58.4 25.7 35.4 31.6 7.3 31.8 8.93 30.1 22.5 38.3

14 60.5 70.8 60.6 25.4 35.9 30 8.54 30.6 6.19 33.7 18.4 41.7

23 70.2 63.1 54.1 23.4 43.1 21.5 11.9 32 7.33 32.6 19.7 40.4

24 68.3 67.8 58.9 20.4 42.9 21.6 15 30.1 7.41 28.9 22.1 41.4

26 67.7 65.7 53.9 25 41 25.2 8.87 31 7.24 36.4 15 41.3

27 71.9 67 52.8 25.8 42.7 22.2 9.28 31.7 8.91 35.2 19.6 36.2

28 67.2 68.9 56.4 24.2 41.9 24.6 9.08 30.6 6.86 33.5 20.4 39.2

29 65 53.5 58.3 27.2 40.7 23.8 8.19 28.4 6.95 33.6 23 36.5

30 67.4 62.7 55.1 26.2 39.2 26 8.58 32.3 8.66 31.3 21.5 38.4

Mean 68.5 65.8 56.8 25.3 39.4 25.9 9.4 31.0 7.8 33.0 20.2 38.9

Std. error 4.1 5.1 2.7 2.3 4.0 4.0 2.3 1.1 1.1 2.3 2.3 2.2

% CV 6.0 7.7 4.7 9.2 10.2 15.6 24.6 3.7 14.1 7.0 11.6 5.7

Figure 4. Reagent panel selection. Shown are contour plots with outliers for staining of SEB-stimulated PBMC with 10 different reagent

panels that afforded robust T lymphocyte subset separation. Cells were gated on lymphocyte FSC vs. SSC, exclusion of dead cells, and

staining for CD3. While similar frequencies of CD4 and CD8 T cells were measured with panels 11, 12, 14, 24, 28, and 29, a higher fraction

of CD41CD81 double positive (DP) T cells was identified in panels 23, 26, 27, and 30 (shown in red). The increased frequency of DP cells are

likely due to unique and undesirable spectral interactions, or to the presence of the OKT8 CD8 monoclonal antibody, and preclude reliable

measurement of CD41 T cells in these four panels.
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out ‘dump’ positive cells and to accurately define maturational

subsets (Fig. 3) (1,5,14). FMO controls for each panel

included: 1) all stains except for the combined dump stains, 2)

all stains except for CD45RA QD655, and 3) all stains except

for CCR7 Cy7PE. Estimates of CD81 T cell frequency were

more consistent (CV 3.7%) than CD41 subsets (CV 4.7%),

but the measurement of CD4 and CD8 memory populations

varied depending on the staining combination used (Table 3,

CV range 5.7%–24.6%). Results were evaluated to identify

panels that optimized the measurement of single positive

CD41CD82 and CD42CD81 T cells and minimized back-

ground spreading into the FITC, PE, and APC channels re-

served for cytokine measurement.

Staining quality. Reliable resolution of CD31/CD41 and

CD31/CD81 populations was achieved with all of the ‘top

ten’ panels. Four of the 10 panels that met minimum accep-

tance standards overestimated regions of double positive (DP)

CD41CD81 T cells for reasons that are unclear (Fig. 4). In

healthy individuals, the percentage of CD41CD8low DP T cells

in peripheral blood typically is in the 3%–6% range, although

higher frequencies have been reported in normal subjects and

in mitogen-activated samples in vitro (16–18). Reagent combi-

nations that included Pacific Blue or Alexa 700 conjugates of

anti-CD8 (clone OKT8) antibodies (panels 23, 26, 27, and 30)

identified a higher frequency of CD41CD81 DP T cells than

the other six panels (�9.6% vs. �6%). Because regions of sin-

gle positive CD4 and CD8 T cells could be drawn with greater

confidence in panels 11–14, 24, 28, and 29, they were preferred

over panels 23, 26, 27, and 30 (Fig. 4).

Staining sensitivity. As stated in the background section, the

magnitude of spillover into adjacent channels is different

Figure 5. Background expansion decreases sensitivity in channels reserved for cytokine measurement. Measurement errors associated

with certain reagent combinations broaden the distribution of background fluorescence in fully stained samples. The increase in back-

ground of the fully stained sample, after subtracting the native background distribution of an unstained ‘‘negative’’ sample, is shown in

(A) for the top 10 panels in the three channels (FITC, red bars, PE, yellow bars and APC blue bars) held vacant for functional measurements.

The colored bars represent the relative amount of background expansion that results from each reagent combination, calculated as the

95%ile of the fully stained sample��50%ile of the fully stained sample/95%ile of an unstained sample��50%ile of the unstained sample.
No change in background is indicted by the horizontal line. Reagent combinations 14 and 28 minimize background expansion in the FITC,

PE, and APC channels (indicated by arrows), shown in (B). High levels of background expansion decrease sensitivity in open channels.

Panels that minimized data spread (green solid histograms) are compared with the background of the unstained sample (red, open histo-

grams) and to the reagent combination that generated the most spread (blue, solid histograms) for each cytokine channel. Red arrows

indicate the position of gating cutoffs to identify positive events in panels that minimized data spread, whereas the gating cutoff would be

shifted to the positions indicated by the black arrows if suboptimal reagent panels are chosen.
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depending upon the makeup of the reagent panel. To compare

the potential loss of sensitivity caused by background expan-

sion in FITC, PE, and APC channels, we estimated the amount

of data spread each of the top 10 panels would contribute to

these channels by dividing the 95th percentile minus the

median of the fluorescence of the fully stained sample by the

95th percentile minus the median fluorescence of the negative

control sample as described previously (7). A ratio of one

indicates no difference between the background of the fully

stained and compensated sample and the amount of spread

observed in the negative control sample. Figure 5A compares

the relative amount of increased background per panel in the

FITC, PE, and APC channels. For example, in panel 12,

the spillover fluorescence (35.295%ile–6.5median) in the PE

channel is divided by the background of the negative sample

(1295%ile–5.3median) in the PE channel, 28.7/6.7 5 4.3, demon-

strating that panel 12 generates the greatest amount of back-

ground expansion in the PE channel. The PE channel was

most affected by combined spillover errors in all panels, except

panel 14. The amount of background expansion in the APC

channel was lower than in the PE channel and virtually no

background expansion was measured in the FITC channel

(Fig. 5B).

Sensitivities in the PE and APC channels were signifi-

cantly reduced for certain reagent combinations (Panels 12

and 29, Fig. 6A). When IFNc, IL-2, and TNFa stains are pres-

ent, as shown for panel 29 (Fig. 6B) a background expansion

of 50 fluorescence units (APC and PE) or 10 fluorescence units

(FITC) would preclude the detection of up to 4% of dimly-

positive cytokine events. Overall, all panels exhibited some

data spread in at least one cytokine channel, but this effect was

smallest for panels 14 and 28 for all three measurement chan-

nels. Thus we conclude that out of 30 initial reagent panels

tested, two (#14 and 28) provide useful stains for the identifi-

cation of T cell subsets and the potential to add up to three

functional measurement parameters.

Figure 6. Background expansion in channels held vacant for cytokine measurement. Shown in (A) are pseudocolor plots of cells left

unstained for the measurement channel shown (APC, FITC, PE) comparing background measurements obtained when cells are stained

with fluorochromes measured in other channels (panels 12, 14, and 29, Table 2). Solid lines indicate the median of the background distri-

bution, dashed lines indicate the position of the 95th percentile of events for the FITC, PE, and APC channel and serve to illustrate the posi-

tion of the negative cells. Each panel generates some increase in background, but this effect is greatest in the PE (panel 12 and 29) and

APC (panel 29) channels. Panel 14 showed little increase in background staining for those channels. In (B) pseudocolor plots of SEB-stimu-

lated cells (6 h with brefeldin A) stained with reagent panel 28 and for intracellular IL-2 PE, IFNc APC, and TNFa FITC accumulation are
gated to show the total percentage of cytokine producing cells (larger gate) and the percentage of cytokine expression that would be

missed due to background expansion (smaller gate).
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DISCUSSION

In contrast to standard four-color flow cytometry, poly-

chromatic methods are complicated by the effects of multiple

spectral overlaps and measurement errors (1,3,5), problems

that are difficult to predict but can be overcome through

methodical testing of reagents to identify optimal fluoro-

chrome-antibody combinations. Through a detailed and ex-

tensive testing of many reagents, we show that of 30 possible

reagent combinations only 10 combinations demonstrated

reliable resolution of targeted T lymphocyte subpopulations

and only 2 showed minimal affects on 3 additional measure-

ment channels intentionally left open for flexible functional

or phenotypic marker analysis. The results thus identify 2

useful panels for multicolor analysis of human T cell subsets

and further highlight the need for careful reagent testing for

use in such assays. The clinical application of these methods

is critically important while HIV preventative and therapeu-

tic trials have met with disappointing results as of late de-

spite robust immune responses observed using traditional

assays such as single cytokine expression to antigen stimula-

tion. New methods will be needed to identify immune pre-

dictors of vaccine response as a surrogate endpoint in pre-

liminary clinical trials (19). One new approach was demon-

strated by Precopio et al, reporting that polyfunctional T-cell

responses (double and triple cytokine expression in T-cell

subsets following antigen stimulation) correlated with pro-

tection (20).

In our system, PE-Texas Red/PE-Alexa 610- fluorescence

negatively affected anchor panel performance. All reagent

combinations that included PE-Alexa 610 demonstrated sub-

optimal measurement and separation of CD4 or CD8 subsets

(panels 3, 4, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, and 22, Fig. 2, data shown for

panel 10, 16, 19, and 22 only). When tested individually in

titration experiments, PE-Alexa 610 conjugates of CD4 and

CD8 demonstrated very bright staining (data not shown),

but also significant overlap into spectrally similar emission

channels such as Cy5PE, Cy7PE, APC and Alexa 700. A sin-

gle 612/25 nm (599.5 nm–624.5 nm) bandpass filter

was used to collect light from PE-Texas Red, ECD and PE-

Alexa 610. While this filter collects fluorescent signals across

the peak of PE-Texas Red and ECD emission (615 nm) sig-

nals, it excludes the 628 nm peak signals of the PE-Alexa

610 dye. A different filter, for instance a 620/30 (615–

635 nm), might have improved the resolution of T cell

subsets in panels using PE-Alexa 610 conjugates on this

cytometer (7).

Many panels that included CD8 in combination with any

of the PE-Texas Red-type dyes could not resolve CD41 and

CD81 subsets, likely due to strong spectral overlaps between

the Cy5PE dump channel and these dyes (Fig. 2). Further-

more, the quality of CD4 APC-Alexa 750 fluorescence was

acceptable, but relatively dim, even on singly-stained samples.

When used in combination with other stains, as in panels 6, 8,

10, 17, 20–22 (Fig .2), APC-Alexa750 CD41 subsets often

appeared as diffuse regions that were difficult to distinguish

from CD81 cells, a problem that was overcome only in the

context of reagent panel 26.

Useful polychromatic reagent combinations afford reli-

able identification of key T cell subsets and also maximize sen-

sitivity in channels reserved for dimmer markers. To assess

relative sensitivity between panels, we compared the magni-

tude of background expansion in the vacant FITC, PE, and

APC ‘‘cytokine’’ channels after applying software compensa-

tion. As shown in Figure 5A, a significant increase in PE chan-

nel background was measured in virtually all of the top 10

panels. This is largely due to spectral overlap between PE,

PE-Texas Red and EMA, and inefficient energy transfer in the

PE-tandem dyes (PE-Texas Red, PE-Cy5 and PE-Cy7). How-

ever, since identical PE-Cy5, EMA and PE-Cy7 reagents were

included in all panels, the chief source of background expan-

sion in the PE channel were the PE-Texas Red and ECD conju-

gates. Significant data spread was also measured in all panels

that included a CD3 ECD reagent (panels 23, 24, and 26) or

CD4 ECD (panels 27–30), although data spread was mini-

mized in panels 28 and 30. These results highlight the impor-

tance of careful reagent panel design. In our comparisons, the

inclusion of PE-Texas Red (or similar) stains significantly

diminished sensitivity in the PE channel.

In other polychromatic applications, spectral overlaps

significantly reduced sensitivity in the APC channel (1,2,4). In

our system, APC background expansion varied between

panels, but was generally lower than in the PE channel (Fig.

5A), likely reflecting differences in reagent availability, panel

design and instrumentation from these earlier reports. In par-

ticular, newly available reagents, such as Alexa 700 and APC-

Alexa 750 may have reduced data spread in the APC channel

because direct conjugates of Alexa 700 eliminate the photon-

transfer problems that plague APC-Cy5.5 tandem dyes, while

APC-Alexa 750 conjugates are slightly brighter than Cy7 based

tandem fluorophores (21). However, using these newer fluoro-

chromes did not completely eliminate data spread in the APC

detector channel (Fig. 5A). Specifically, CD8 APC-Alexa 750

conjugates contributed considerably more error to compen-

sated APC background (panels 14, 24, 28, 29) than CD4 APC-

Alexa 750 (panel 26). Further, data spread in the APC detec-

tion channel is virtually absent in panels where Alexa 700 con-

jugates were used instead of APC-Alexa 750 tandem dyes

(panels 11, 12, 23, 27, 30). Our results illustrate the problems

described previously in resolving dim APC fluorescence when

strongly expressed antigens, such as CD8, are measured with

Cy7 (or Alexa 750) tandem conjugates of APC (14). This pro-

blem is avoided in panels that substitute direct conjugates of

Alexa 700 for the longer-wavelength APC-Cy7 (or similar)

tandem dyes.

FITC emission (�515 nm) is well-separated from other

dyes that emit in longer red wavelengths; therefore back-

ground expansion in the FITC channel was minimal in nearly

all of the top 10 panels. The lack of background expansion

observed in this channel, as described previously (1,3) and

shown in Figure 5, increases the effective ‘‘brightness’’ of this

dye, particularly when multiple PE-tandem fluorochromes are

used simultaneously.

In summary, useful and flexible reagent combinations

can be identified using a stepwise, empiric approach (22). Our
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strategy was to divide the process into an information phase

(I) and a testing/decision phase (II). First (I), rank desired

markers based on predicted expression levels and fluoro-

chromes by relative brightness and expected spectral overlap.

Pair dim markers (e.g. cytokines) with bright dyes that receive

little spectral overlap, markers with variable expression inten-

sities (continuous expression patterns, e.g. CD45RA) with

other bright dyes, and strongly expressed markers (bi-modal

expression patterns, e.g. CD8) with dimmer dyes. Use negative

markers to eliminate dead or unwanted cell types. Obtain a va-

riety of conjugates of the variably and strongly expressed anti-

gens. Titrate all reagents to assure optimal performance, then

test (II) combinations of markers with variable expression

intensities to identify a core set of reagents that offer maximal

separation of these subsets. Add in strongly expressed markers

and dump stains, and evaluate the staining performance and

spectral overlap into channels reserved for dimmer markers.

Using this approach, we show that only ten of thirty T cell

anchor panels afforded reliable subset resolution and of these,

sensitivity in the PE and APC channels was affected to varying

degrees due to the presence of multiple spectral overlaps and

inefficient energy transfer between tandem derivatives of these

dyes. Considering these factors, panels 14 and 28 offered the

best combination of subset resolution, sensitivity and flexibil-

ity for use in future trials. In a companion manuscript, panels

14 and 28 are expanded to include three cytokine stains and

compared using three cytometers to assess bias and variability

between reagent combinations and across instrument plat-

forms (23).
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